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Introduction:  Impact crater scaling relationships, 

such as for impact energy, are usually derived solely 
from experimental impact or explosion craters [e.g., 1].    
Relating craters to a suite of possible source projec-
tiles, and predicting what size crater a given impactor 
will produce in a surface of known composition, are 
basic requirements for reconstructing impactor popula-
tions from cratering records, comparing cratering rates 
derived from cratering records to those derived from 
observed impactor populations (known velocities), and 
assessing the hazard associated with a given impactor.   

Impactor to Crater Size/Energy: Scaling from a 
given crater to impact energy is currently controversial 
even when the same energy scaling relationship [e.g. 2] 
is used.  For example, energy estimates for the Chicxu-
lub crater [3,4] vary by an order of magnitude due to 
interpretation differences, although agreement exists on 
the relevant internal crater structural element (the col-
lapsed disruption cavity diameter; see Fig. 1).  (Discus-
sion indicates that confusion exists within the cratering 
community on terminology for the different crater ele-
ments illustrated in Fig. 1; agreement on a common 
terminology as discussed by [3] is desirable.)  The dif-
ference stems from one calculation being based on the 
reconstructed size of Dd [4] and one being based on Dat 
[3].   The latter have been convinced by the argument 
(p.c., H. Melosh) that the apparent transient cavity di-
ameter corresponds to that of the experimental craters 
produced by [2] on the grounds that no collapsed blan-
ket of breccia or melt fills the craters. 

Possible Link Through Ejecta Blankets:  The 
appropriate cavity diameter to be used for energy scal-
ing might be established by comparing the ejecta blan-
ket thicknesses observed around Chicxulub to those 
around experimental craters.  Figure 2 attempts this 
comparison (the ejecta thicknesses are plotted normal-
ized to a Dat of 80 km [3]).  However, sufficient obser-
vations are not yet available to make a clear distinction, 
and erosion by ballistic sedimentation proximal to 
Chicxulub has over thickened its ejecta blanket by 
nearly an order of magnitude (as also observed around 
other well preserved craters).  Although the thickness 
of the proximal ejecta blanket has also been compro-
mised by erosion of its top, comparison of the observed 
thickness to that predicted from experimental craters 
may be useful in predicting the proportion of the ejecta 
blanket that is derived from ballistic erosion.  At >15 
crater radii observed ejecta blanket thicknesses are 
greater than predicted by [1, Fig. 2], this range is be-
yond the thickness resolution of these experiments.  
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Figure 1:  Schematic distinguishing a crater’s transient 
(diameter Dt) and disruption (diameter Dd) cavities.  At 
the pre-impact ground surface these diameters are Dat 
and Dad, respectively.  The horizontal dashed line indi-
cates the position of the pre-impact surface within the 
crater. (from [3]) 

                    
Figure 2:  Ejecta-blanket profiles resulting from ex-
perimental  impacts and explosions in sand compared 
to profiles predicted by the ejecta model of Housen et 
al. [1] and the ejecta blanket thicknesses observed at 
the Chicxulub crater.  (Modified from [1]) 
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